A Novel Approach for Detection and Prevention of Wormhole Attack In Ad-hoc Networks
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Abstract— MANET, due to the nature of wireless transmission, has more security issues compared to wired environments. In this paper we specifically considering Tunnelling attack which does not require exploiting any nodes in the network and can interfere with the route establishment process. Wormhole attack is a network layer attack observed in MANET, which completely disrupts the communication channel. Instead of detecting suspicious routes, we suggest a new method which detects the attacker nodes and works without modification of protocol, using a hop-count analysis from the viewpoint of users without any special environment assumptions. The tunnelling attack is simulated using OPNET and proposed work showing the detection and isolation algorithm.
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1. Introduction

A mobile Ad hoc network is a collection of two or more devices or nodes using wireless communication and networking capabilities [1][2]. Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET) is composed of collection of independent mobile hosts connected by wireless links without any fixed administration. MANET is characterized by its dynamic topology, multi hop routing, energy limited operations and network scalability. Malicious nodes carry out both active and passive attacks [2] due to the open and ad hoc nature of MANET. In all possible methods of attacks in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs), the wormhole attack is one of the most threatening and hazardous attacks. A wormhole attack is usually performed by two or more malicious nodes in conspiracy. Two malicious nodes at different locations send received routing messages to each other via a secret channel. In this way, although the two malicious nodes are located far from each other, they appear to be within one-hop communication range. Therefore, the route passing through the malicious nodes is very likely to be shorter than any other regular one. Wormhole nodes can easily grab the route from the source node to the destination node, and then sniff, drop, or selective-drop data packets passed by. The wormhole attack can be launched regardless of the MAC, routing, or cryptographic protocols used in the network and is thus difficult to defend against.

2. WORMHOLE ATTACK

In this section we explain the wormhole attacks modes and classes while pointing to the impact of the wormhole attack and the efforts that have been done in the literature to detect and prevent this attack.

Wormholes using Out-of-band attack- This mode of the wormhole attack is launched by having an out-of-band high-bandwidth channel between the malicious nodes. This channel can be achieved, for example, by using a long-range directional wireless link or a direct wired link. This mode of
attack is more difficult to launch than the previous one since it needs specialized hardware capability. Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 2[10]. Node A sends a route request to node B, and nodes X and Y are malicious nodes having an out-of-band channel between them. Node X tunnels the route request to Y, which is a legitimate neighbour of B. Node Y broadcasts the packet to its neighbours, including B. B gets two route requests—A-X-Y-B and A-C-D-E-F-B. The first is both shorter and faster than the second, and is thus chosen by B.

**Wormholes with High Power Transmission** - In this mode, when a single malicious node gets a RREQ, it broadcasts the request at a high power level, a capability which is not available to other nodes in the network. Any node that hears the high-power broadcast rebroadcasts it towards the destination. By this method, the malicious node increases its chance to be in the routes established between the source and the destination even without the participation of a colluding node.

**Wormholes using Packet Relay** - In this mode of the wormhole attack, a malicious node relays packets between two distant nodes to convince them that they are neighbours. It can be launched by even one malicious node. Cooperation by a greater number of malicious nodes serves to expand the neighbour list of a victim node to several hops. For example, assume that node A and node B are two non-neighbour nodes with a malicious neighbour node X. Node X can relay packets between nodes A and B to give them the illusion that they are neighbours.

3. RELATED WORK

In this section we review works related for the wormhole attack defences.

Packet leash[3] in is a mechanism to detect wormhole attack. The mechanism proposes two types of leash for this purpose. Geographic leash and Temporal leash. In Geographic Leashes, each node knows its precise position and all nodes have a loosely synchronized clock. Each node, before sending a packet, appends its current position and transmission time to it. The receiving node, on receipt of the packet, computes the distance to the sender and the time it took the packet to traverse the path. The receiver can use this distance anytime information to deduce whether the received packet passed through wormhole or not. In Temporal Leashes, the sender appends the sending time to the packet and the receiving node computes a travelling distance of that packet assuming propagation at the speed of the light and using the difference between packet sending time and packet receiving time. This solution requires a fine grained synchronization among all nodes.

Similar packet leash, In references [3], SECTOR which does not require any clock timing synchronization and location information by using mutual authentication. Node A estimates the distance to another node B in its Transmission range by sending it a one-bit challenge, which A responds to instantaneously. By using the time of Flight, A detects whether or not B is a neighbour or not. However, this approach uses special hardware that can respond to a one-bit challenge without any delay as Packet leash is in references [18] presented a novel trust-based scheme for identifying and isolating nodes that create a wormhole in the network without engaging any cryptographic means. With the help of extensive simulations, demonstrate that scheme functions effectively in the presence of malicious colluding nodes and does not impose any unnecessary conditions upon the network.
establishment and operation phase. In reference [6], both hop-count and delay per hop indication (DELPHI) are monitored for wormhole detection. The fundamental assumption is [6] is once again that the delay a packet experiences under normal circumstances for propagating one hop will become very high under wormhole attack as the actual path between the nodes is longer than the advertised path. Like [6], the proposed methodology in [6] for wormhole detection is also a two step process. In the first phase the route path information are collected from a set of disjoint paths from sender to receiver. Each sender will include a timestamp on a special DREQ packet and sign it before sending it to the receiver. Each node upon receiving the packet for first time will include its node ID and increase the hop count by 1 and discards the packet next time onwards. The DREP packets will be sent by the receiver for each disjoint path received by it. This procedure is carried out for three times and the shortest delay as well as hop count information will be selected for wormhole detection. In the second phase, the round trip time (RTT) is taken by calculating the time difference between the packet it had sent to its neighbour and the reply received by it. The delay per hop value (DPH) is calculated as RTT/2h, where h is the hop count to the particular neighbour. Under normal circumstances, a smaller h will also have smaller RTT. However, under wormhole attack, even a smaller hop count would have a larger RTT. If one DPH value for node X exceeds the successive one by some threshold, then the path through node X to all other paths with DPH values larger than it is treated as under wormhole attack.

4. Wormhole Detection and Prevention Algorithms

1. Hop Count Based Detection

Wormhole attack generally refers to the network layer but it also effect to the physical layer as well. This method is used to detect wormhole attack and isolate it. The source node S as shown in figure will initially established route to destination and now want to check wormhole attack or not. Source node has to start with each one hop neighbour and discover attacker node. After receiving replies source node create routing table of all one hop neighbours that excludes the next hop along the route. The source will check the routes that are used by these one-hop neighbours to the second hop along the route to the destination. Node S compares the length of a selected route with the one he has to the target node. The selected route is chosen from the routes reported from the neighbours. If the difference between the numbers of hops of the two routes is greater than a certain value called the “VERGE VALUE”, the source will consider that a wormhole presents. If not, this process is repeated by each node that lies on the route (such nodes also exclude the previous hop from the list).

2. Inconsistency node detection

The principle of Wormhole Route Reply Decision Packet [18] is to allow neighbouring nodes of a wormhole node to notice that the attacker node has great capability of competition in path discovery. In the path discovery, an intermediate node will attempt to create a route that does not go through a current neighbour node, which has a route-building rate higher than the threshold. Thus, not only are wormhole nodes gradually identified and isolated by their normal neighbouring nodes.

3. Neighbour List Based Detection

In this method secure neighbour discovery from source to destination obtained by neighbour list and detect the inconsistency if attack is present.

- Each node sends a HELLO message for the neighbour discovery immediately after the deployment of the mobile nodes. Each node that receives a HELLO message sends a RREP.
- Each node builds its neighbour list which could include remote neighbours connected by a wormhole. The neighbouring nodes interchange their neighbour lists.
- Each node will compare its neighbour list with its neighbours’ neighbour list. If they are similar, either these nodes are close enough or are connected by a wormhole.
- Next, both of these nodes and their neighbours will rebuild their neighbour lists which will remove these two nodes and their neighbours.

Algorithms steps-

1. Source to destination route establishment- Source send RREQ to all its neighbour nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination Address</th>
<th>SEQ. NO</th>
<th>Source address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RREQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. When RREQ received by neighbour nodes they match destination address if match then stop otherwise repeat till destination not found.

3. RREQ is broadcast RREP is unicast by destination node.

4. RREP Contains

- Rrep_count
- Neighbour_list(destination)

Where neighbour_list (destination) = Destination’s neighbour list.
5. Route from source to destination established. Each intermediate node increase rrep_count.
6. Source save neighbour_list(destination) and hop_count. (between source to destination). Hop_count (HC) is defined as no. of nodes between source to destination.
7. To check neighbour list verification go to step 12.
8. Now source send route_reply_dec to destination and confirm to the destination about their participation in route.
9. Destination contains neighbour_list(source) through route_reply_dec

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route_reply_dec_count</th>
<th>Neighbour_list(source)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10. Each intermediate node increase route_reply_dec_count by 1 and forward towards source to destination. Each node select second node as a target node.
11. To check hop_count verification go to step 17.
**Neighbour list detection method**
12. neighbour_list(source) and neighbour_list(destination)
   Compare both of them and calculate matching node between them.
13. For (i=0;i<no_source_neighbour;i++)
    For (j=0;i<no_destination_neighbour;j++)
    If(neighbour_list(source)(i)=neighbour_list(destination)(j))
    Common_node++;
15. If common_node>neighbour_verge
    Wormhole may be present
16. Go to step 32.

**Hop Count detection method**
17. Each node send hop_count to all its neighbour node .It contains the target node ID.
18. Hop count between sources to next selected target is 2. Selected node show target_HC between their neighbour node to the target node.
19. Each one hop neighbour find target_HC entry in routing table.
20. If target ID not present in the table we send RREQ to find target_HC.
21. In general cases one hop neighbour of source can reach destination node by 3 hops (maximum hop) and by 1 hop (minimum hop).
   If target_HC >3
   Then Last node is wormhole node.
   Fix target_HC as HC_verge.
   Verge value between 3 to 6.
   By fixing minimum verge value we can identify all wormhole nodes. But sometimes it can be false positive. To avoid this we set verge value of hop count according to the environment variable.
22. If target_HC >HC_verge
   That confirms previous node and target node is wormhole nodes.
23. Go to step 32.
24. Each Node sends Hello message to its entire neighbor periodically to check the presence of neighbors. We create an additional field Inconsist_value.
25. Inconsist_value is defined as unexpected behaviour or presence of nodes if an node present in different routes.
26. Inconsistent_Value = \[
\frac{\text{route_reply_dec_count}}{\text{Route_reply_count} + 1}
\]
27. Each node who receive HELLO message check it’s value.
   28. for all nodes Inconsistent_Value should be less than 1(always). But on starting it’s value is set to 0. It varies from 1/2,3/4,4/5…….. So on.
   29. Inconsistent_verge_value=1;
   30. if neighbour node have high Inconsistancy value then surly that node is wormhole nodes
31. Go to step 32.

**Wormhole Node Removal**
32. Send worm_announce message to all nodes
33. Any node receives worm_announce message it removes wormhole node id from its neighbor table and Routing Table.
34. If any forwarding node receives worm_announce message it will send RERR message to source. It will reinitiate route discovery process, and find the new path to the destination without wormhole node.

### Simulation Result
This simulation result shows the implementation of Ad Hoc network into opnet simulator. To explain the behaviour of network with or without wormhole attack we take 2 network scenarios. In one network perform normal and in another network show the wormhole attack. To simulate these we take servers (FTP,EMAIL, HTTP, DATABASE). Performance of these also changes as well as these characteristics related to packets.

#### Topology of network
In each subnet branch we uses an star topology for connection, one firewall and routers also. Main subnet contain server to measure performances. For the simulation we have created some predefined node models from library. The details of models with their technical parameters are as follows (OPNET):
- Total Nodes = 10
- Infected node=3
- Packet size = 1024 bits constant
- Applying protocol=AODV
Network outer scenario

1) Database Query traffic sent (packets/sec)

2) E-mail Server Time_average (response time(sec)) - Download response time of scenario with wormhole attack in decrease with time.

3) FTP Server (time _average) – File transfer protocol also effected by attacker nodes. Total time average of traffic sent diminished by attacker nodes, as shown in graph.

4) Point-to-point Throughput (Packets/sec)

5) Utilization of network -

6. Conclusion- In this study we analysed the effects of wormhole attack in ad hoc wireless networks. We implemented a network that simulates the behaviour of wormhole attack in OPNET and comparing features of services provided by the network. That shows that how attack effect whole network services. We have given an simple algorithms that detect and isolate wormhole attack. This algorithm has better performance comparing to three individual methods [Hop count, Inconsistency based, Neighbo list methods]. The solution detects the malicious nodes and isolates it from the active data forwarding. As from the results we can easily infer that the performance of the normal AODV drops under the presence of worm hole attack. As a future work we can implement this algorithm to show the whole procedure of attacker node detection and isolation.
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